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Scanner PDF, document scanner, scan to PDF app is a simple and multifunctional tool in your mobile phone!

It will help you quickly and easily scan any documents, digitalize, edit them and smart text recognition will let you save documents in any convenient format and share them within just a few clicks.
Install the app and you will leave stationary scanners behind for good simply because you wonâ€™t need them anymore!

PDF scanner, document scanner, scan to PDF app wonâ€™t use much storage of your device but it includes lots of useful features, such as:

â—�   Documents scanner
Use your phone camera to scan any type of documents: agreements, contracts, bills, receipts, letters, faxes, books, notes, business cards, photos, questionnaires and so much more. With this mobile scanner you will scan anything accurately and quickly anytime and anywhere - no one will ever guess that you scanned it with just a mobile device!

â—�   Text recognition and various formats
Accurate text recognition (OCR) will help you convert pictures, images and photos to text. Text content recognized by the app can be converted and saved in any format that is convenient for you for further use and editing: JPEG, PDF, TXT, DOC, XLS, PPTX.

â—�   Lots of languages supported
PDF scanner, document scanner, scan to PDF text recognition feature supports 38 languages and will easily convert images to text! But there is more! For added convenience the app has one more great feature: text translation to 108 foreign languages!

â—�    Hi-Tech
We use modern technologies to make sure that the app automatically detects borders, sharpens scanned content and recognizes text precisely.

â—�   Documents editing
Edit scanned documents effortlessly: adjust colors, change brightness and contrast and edit other image settings to enhance it and make the scanned file even sharper, clearer and better! Or you can change colors of the selected part of text, signature or date to highlight the most important parts only!

â—�   Insert to documents
You no longer need any extra text editors! You can add handwritten signature, typed text, handwritten text, images or dates (9 different formats of dates are supported) - directly in PDF scanner, document scanner, scan to PDF app!

â—�   Share with friends
Share PDF files, translated text or saved in any other favourable format files with family, friends and colleagues - in messengers (Whatsapp, Telegram, iMessage and others), as attachments to e-mails, etc.

â—�   Many pages - one scan
With this pocket scanner you can scan many pages into one document in just a few taps. You will never get confused and lost in dozens of similar files again!

PDF scanner, document scanner, scan to PDF is a scanner, converter and editor in just one app!
Install the app and feel the difference: document and file management has never been so convenient, easy and fast!
Updated on
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]This app may share these data types with third partiesLocation, Personal info, and Device or other IDs
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June 14, 2022
Easy and free. Ads aren't too bad but the filter helps the papers look amazing
1 person found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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April 29, 2022
I've used it once, but it was exactly what I wanted! Perfect document saved as PDF.
4 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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April 30, 2022
Great! A scanner that didn't ask for my credit card number to use a "free trial"
8 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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